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Neural crest cells (NCC) migrate extensively in vertebrate embryos to populate diverse
derivatives including ganglia of the peripheral nervous system. Little is known about
the molecular mechanisms that lead migrating trunk NCC to settle at selected sites in
the embryo, ceasing their migration and initiating differentiation programs. To identify
candidate genes involved in these processes, we profiled genes up-regulated in purified
post-migratory compared with migratory NCC using a staged, macroarrayed cDNA
library. A secondary screen of in situ hybridization revealed that many genes are
specifically enhanced in neural crest-derived ganglia, including macrophage migration
inhibitory factor (MIF), a ligand for CXCR4 receptor. Through in vivo and in vitro assays,
we found that MIF functions as a potent chemoattractant for NCC. These results provide
a molecular profile of genes expressed concomitant with gangliogenesis, thus, offering
new markers and potential regulatory candidates involved in cessation of migration and
onset of differentiation.

Keywords: neural crest, migration, ganglion formation, condensation, trunk, dorsal root ganglia

INTRODUCTION

Neural crest cells (NCC) are the most migratory cell types in the developing vertebrate embryo.
Starting from the dorsal neural tube, these cells undergo an epithelial to mesenchymal transition
(EMT) exiting the dorsal neural tube (NT) as individual cells. They then migrate extensively to
diverse areas in the embryo giving rise to a wide range of different cell types. For example, the
sensory neurons begin as NCC and terminally reside in the dorsal root ganglion (DRG) along the
trunk (Raible and Ungos, 2006).

The process of NCC migration is a fascinating one. First, NCC migration is fast, collective and
follows stereotypical pathways that make it a unique and excellent model to study collective cell
motility under different lenses (Gitler et al., 2002; Bronner and LaBonne, 2012; Szabó and Mayor,
2018). Second, it is an excellent model for cancer metastasis given the similarities in genes expressed
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during NCC EMT and cancer EMT (Thiery et al., 2009; Strobl-
Mazzulla and Bronner, 2012). Third, these highly migratory cells
need to stop along their pathways to begin forming different
embryo structures: from sensory ganglia, to cornea, to skin
melanocytes, to adrenal glands, to peripheral nerve sheaths (Le
Douarin, 2008). This last step has been likened to Mesenchymal-
to-Epithelial Transition or MET that occurs in cancer cells
(Wells et al., 2008; Acloque et al., 2009; Lim and Thiery, 2012).
However, NCC do not become epithelial cells upon condensing
into ganglions, and so this transition is more accurately named
Mesenchymal-to-Ganglionic-Transition (MGT).

While a good deal is known about the signals and cellular
changes that govern NCC EMT and the differentiation process
that leads them to transform into neurons, glia, melanocytes, etc.
(Le Douarin and Dupin, 2003; Tang et al., 2019), surprisingly
very little is known about the molecular changes that accompany
cessation of NCCs migration and their specific localization into
discrete derivatives groups. How do these cells recognize that they
have reached their proper destination, stopped migrating and
must transform into a differentiated, functional cells? (Achilleos
and Trainor, 2012). Recent work from Kulesa’s and Bronner’s
labs have looked at the molecular signatures of migrating trunk
NCC (tNCC) (Betancur et al., 2014; Simoes-Costa et al., 2014;
McLennan et al., 2015; Morrison et al., 2017). Thus, we now
know the main players that govern NCC identity and fate, also
referred as gene regulatory network (GRN) (Sauka-Spengler and
Bronner-Fraser, 2006; Betancur et al., 2010). We also know which
set of genes migrating NCC use when reaching their targets:
GDNF, PDGF, VEGF, and SDF1 (McLennan et al., 2015; Morrison
et al., 2017). While these two mechanisms are fundamental in
our understanding of the nature of NCC, we still lack a view at
the reversal of the events mediating the end of NCC migration,
which we now refer to as MGT. Some light may come from cancer
studies looking at MET transition. One study looking at stem
cells found that BMP signaling promotes reprogramming of stem
cells toward an epithelial phenotype by increasing expression
of E-Cadherin (CDH1), claudins, occluding, etc. (Samavarchi-
Tehrani et al., 2010; Takaishi et al., 2016). Another recent study
shows that the tumor suppressor OVOL2 can induce MET in
fibroblasts (Watanabe et al., 2019). If we will guide ourselves
by the GRN recently updated by Simoes-Costa (Simões-Costa
and Bronner, 2015), we would expect to find in our screen the
following genes: TFAP (activator of neural plate border specifier),
MSX1 (a transcription factor that is required for NCC induction),
WNT (another required gene for NCC specification in the neural
plate border) or GATA2/3 (this is transcription factor is involved
in peripheral neurons development (Tsarovina et al., 2010).

In order to examine the overall molecular changes that
occur at post-migratory stages of trunk NCC (tNCC) we took
a genomics approach and generated a profile of the molecular
changes that accompany cessation of migration and aggregation
into DRG. These changes can be clearly separated by isolating
tNCC from two stages in chicken embryo: during peak of tNCC
migration (HH16) and when the future DRG tNCC begin to stop
next to the neural tube (HH19) (Giovannone et al., 2015). We
generated a tNCC macroarray library of purified chicken tNCC
at these two stages and then compared their gene expression

by probing an arrayed cDNA library. Our findings offer the
first comprehensive profile of molecular changes associated
with late stages of tNCC migration and provide numerous
candidate genes for future functional analysis. One gene of
interest based on our differential array was the CXCR4 and its
ligand Macrophage inhibitory factor (MIF). We corroborated
that MIF is a functional signaling chemokine for tNCC by
chemotaxis and chemokinetic experiments, and found out that
MIF is a chemoattractant for trunk NCC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Avian Embryos
Fertilized quail (Coturnix coturnix japonica) and chick (Gallus
gallus domesticus, White Leghorn and Rhode Island Red) eggs
were obtained from commercial sources and incubated at 38◦C
in a humidified atmosphere.

Library Synthesis
The HH16-19 chick bacterial cDNA library was synthesized
using the Invitrogen SuperScript cDNA Synthesis and Plasmid
Cloning kit. HH16-19 embryos were collected and poly-A RNA
isolated. First strand cDNA was prepared using an oligo-dT/NotI
primer/adapter and SuperScript reverse transcriptase. Second
strand cDNA was prepared using standard Gubler and Hoffman
nick translational replacement of the mRNA. SalI linkers were
ligated, and the cDNA was directionally cloned into the pCMV-
Sport6 vector that was included in the kit. The library had a
complexity of 1.5 × 108 clones/µg with an average insert size
of 2 kb.

Array Production
The library was arrayed and spotted using the Genomix Q-bot
in the Genomics Technology Facility at Caltech. 10 filters,
comprising >180,000 different clones, were spotted. This number
was predicted to include most genes in the library at least once.
About 2 ng of DNA were reproducibly deposited at each spot.

Three biological replicates of total RNA extracted from each
stage of purified NCC were analyzed with Agilent micro analyzer
and the integrity of total RNA by the ratio to 18s and 28s rRNA.
The macroarray analysis was performed by Analysis expression
and analyzed the normalization of the macroarray data. The gene
expression level in each comparison were the mean value of the
three replicates. The twofold up-regulated or down regulated
genes with P-value less than 0.01 were chosen as differential
expressed genes. The differential expressed genes were used for
further GO and Ingenuity analysis.

Isolation and Purification of Trunk Neural
Crest Cells From Avian Embryos
Explants from somite levels 11–22 (HH16 and HH19 trunks)
were isolated from chicken embryos and treated with Dispase
to facilitate the removal of ectoderm and notochord (which
also expresses HNK1). The remaining tissues were triturated
into single cells with a fire-polished pipette. The cell suspension
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was incubated with HNK1 for 10–15 min and then a rat
anti-mouse IgM conjugated to magnetic microbeads (Miltenyi
Biotech) was added to the cells according to manufacturer’s
instructions followed by a rhodamine red-X conjugated donkey
anti-mouse IgM antibody (Jackson Immuno Research). Samples
from each purification experiments were counted before and after
purification on a hemocytometer to estimate yield and subjected
to cytospin to visualize the purity of HNK1 + cells under a
fluorescent microscope. About 500,000 cells could be recovered
from 40 to 50 HH19 embryos and 100,000 cells from 90 to
100 HH16 trunks.

In order to corroborate our trunk analysis, we also isolated
pure cranial NCC from HH9 chicken embryo. Here the
embryo heads were cut in the boundary of hindbrain and
midbrain. After removing neural tube and notochords the head
tissue was digested with Dispase, mechanically triturated into
single cell, and then purified with MACS method (70–150
embryos were pooled each time). The single cranial NCC were
first incubated with mouse anti-chicken HNK1-IgM antibody.
Unbound antibody was removed by 3 washes in PBS. Then
the cells were incubated with anti-mouse IgM-beads antibody
(Miltenyl Biotech or Dynal Lab) at 4◦C for 10 min and
further incubated with anti-mouse IgM-RRX antibody for further
evaluation of the purity of the purified NCC. After 5 times washes
in PBS, the cells were passed through MACS column and the
HNK1-positive cells were kept in the column for further elution
with degassed PBS buffer. The purified cells were then lysed with
Ambion lysis buffer and keep in −80◦C for extraction of RNA.
The purity of the cells were evaluated by using cytospin centrifuge
to spread the cells on the slide and the percentage of the HNK1
positive cells were calculated by counting five 40X magnification
field. Only NCC that have the purity more than 95% were used
for the HH9 macroarray analysis.

Total RNA Isolation
Purified HNK1 + cells from each experiment were collected
immediately using the Ambion RNA lysis buffer and store
at −80◦C until use. Total RNA was isolated using the Ambion
RNAqueous kit according to manufacturer’s protocol. RNA
samples were analyzed on a MOPS gel and spectrophotometer
to determine their integrity and quantity.

The total RNA was extracted using Qiagen Kit. The integrity
of the total RNA was analyzed with Angialent microanalizer
before labeling. The total RNA was used to macroarray
analysis with Affymetrix gallus genome oligonucleotide
macroarray was analyzed by Analysis Expression Company.
To identify the migration and differentiation related genes,
we compared the HH19 tNCC with HH16 tNCC to find the
differential expressed genes that contributed to the migration
and differentiation of tNCC.

Functional Annotation and
Bioinformatics Analysis
Differentially expressed genes (twofold change, p < 0.05) were
analyzed according to predefined pathways of or functional
categories annotated by KEGG (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000)

Biocartia (Biocartia Pathways)1 and GO using DAVID
bioinformatics resources functional annotation tool.2 For
an overrepresented GO Biocartia or KEGG pathway, a cut off
p-value of 0.1 was chosen. It should be noted that one gene
can participate in more than one KEGG or Biocartia or GO.
The differentially expressed genes twofold up-regulated and
down-regulated genes (p < 0.05) were further analyzed with
Ingenuity pathways analysis (IGE). We classified functional
groups, pathways and networks according to the importance the
group of genes in each comparison. We highlighted functional
groups, pathways and networks in each comparison based in
relevance for gangliogenesis.3

For the PCA: Background correction, normalization,
expression calculation, and PCA generation were performed by
affystart, a package within affycoretools (MacDonald, 2019) run
in R 3.5.2 by R Core Team (2018).

Heatmaps: Heat maps based on macroarray signal intensities
for significant genes were generated in pheatmap 1.0.12 (Kolde
and Kolde, 2015) run in R 3.5.2 by R Core Team (2018).

Whole Mount in situ Hybridization and in
Cell Cultures
Antisense, digoxigenin-labeled RNA probes are prepared from
linearized templates. Whole mount in situ hybridizations are
performed as described in https://media.bcm.edu/documents/
2014/28/insituhybridization.pdf.

In situ Hybridization on Paraffin Sections
For in situ hybridization on paraffin sections, embryos were fixed
in modified Carnoy’s solution. After dehydration and paraffin
sectioning at 8–10 µm, in situ hybridization was carried out as
detailed in Etchevers et al. (2001), except that the slides are not
treated with proteinase K.

Immunohistochemistry
For post-in situ immunohistochemistry with HNK1, slides
were blocked for 30 min in 5% donkey serum in PBS.
Slides were incubated in 1:100 HNK1 or HuC/D (Sigma
clone 15A7.1) for 4 h. Immunoreactivity was visualized a
rhodamine red X conjugated mouse IgM (Jackson Immuno
Research) at 1:300. See Key resource Table for antibody source
(Supplementary Table S4).

Injection of Cells Into the Chick Embryo
Embryos were staged according to the number of somites formed.
A window was cut in the eggshell and a 1:25 mixture of India
ink and Ringer’s solution injected into the sub-blastodermal
cavity to reveal the embryo. DiI (cell tracker CM-DiI, C-
7001, Invitrogen/Molecular Probes) was prepared by diluted the
lyophilized contents of the vial in ethanol (1/10) in 10% sucrose.
Vital labeling of U20S cells with DiI was as follows. Cells were
trypsinized and resuspended in plain DMEM and incubated for

1http://www.biocarta.com/genes/index.asp
2https://david.ncifcrf.gov/summary.jsp
3https://analysis.ingenuity.com/pa/login/applet.jsp
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20 min at room temperature with DiI mix, then washed three
times with ice cold DMEM (centrifuging resuspended cells at
1,000 rpm for 15 min). After the three washes, pellet cells were
injected into various locations in the embryos.

Fertilized eggs were incubated at 38◦C for ∼28 h, until
embryos reached HH10-12 (for cranial NCC) and HH16
(for tNCC). Eggs were windowed and visualized by a sub-
blastodermal injection of India ink (diluted 1:10 in PBS). A small
amount of U2OS cells (10 µl) labeled with DiI were injected
under cranial ectoderm by a pulse of air pump, or at trunk levels.
The eggs were closed with Scotch tape and reincubated for an
additional 24 h. Embryos were removed from the eggs, stripped
of the membranes, and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight
before being stored in PBS.

Wholemount immunostaining was as follows. Embryos were
thoroughly washed in PBS, and then blocked overnight with PBS
containing 1% Triton-X100 and 10% FBS at 4◦C. After 3 h at
room temperature in washing buffer (PBS with 1% Triton-X100,
1% FBS), embryos were incubated with 1:300 HNK1 supernatant
in PBS overnight at 4◦C. The next day, embryos were extensively
washed and incubated with an anti-mouse IgM-specific Alexa 488
conjugated antibody (Invitrogen). The following day the embryos
were washed extensively and Z-scanned with a 410 LSM confocal
microscope under a 4x magnification and projected into a single
file with LSM 5 Image Browser by Zeiss.

The U20S cells, human bone osteosarcoma epithelial cells
(ATCC R© HTB-96TM), and the cell-line U2OS-MIF secreting cells
were kindly provided by Dr. Rimas Orentas, Seattle Children’s
Hospital, Seattle. These cells were permanently transfected with
MIF, thus they are a stable source of MIF.

TNCC-Enriched Cultures From Trunk NT
Explants
Cultures were prepared by following the techniques previously
described in past research (Bronner-Fraser and Garcia-Castro,
2008; Walheim et al., 2012). Briefly, chicken eggs were incubated
to HH13-17. Embryos were extracted from their yolk into
autoclaved Ringer’s where extra-truncal embryonic tissue was
removed. Remaining tissue was incubated at 37◦C in 5% CO2
in DMEM-diluted Dispase [0.24 U/ml; Roche (Indianapolis, IN,
United States) and Cell Systems (Kirkland, WA, United States)].
Embryos were generally incubated for 75–90 min then placed
in L15 for isolation of the NT with fine tools to obtain clean
NT. Isolated NTs were cut into segments 1–4 somites long and
cultured overnight on a fibronectin-coated surface in (DMEM
L-Glutamine 2 mM, and antibiotics (Penicillin G: 90–100 U/ml,
Streptomycin: 90–100 µg/ml, all Omega Scientific; Tarzana,
CA, United States), and 8–10% FBS (Omega Scientific or Life
Technologies) to allow for tNCC emigration and halo formation
around the NT. In general, cells within resultant tNCC-enriched
cultures that exhibited mesenchymal morphology and were not
part of the NT were considered tNCCs.

NT Electroporation for MIF
NCC electroporation was performed following (De Bellard and
Bronner-Fraser, 2005; De Bellard et al., 2018). Briefly, a plasmid

mix of control pMES-GFP or experimental pMES-MIF (2.5
µg/µl) inside a capillary needle was injected into the NT of
a HH15 chicken embryo with a mouth pipette. Embryos were
cultured for 3 h post-electroporation (HPE) and NT isolated for
culture as described in section TNCC-Enriched Cultures From
Trunk NT Explants. The electroporator (made in-house at Cal
Tech) was set to 18 V, 5 pulses (50 ms on; 100 ms off), with
electrodes flanking the NT.

Boyden Assays
Standard Boyden assay: tNCC isolation involved culturing
HH15-16 NTs overnight, removing NTs, gently lifting tNCCs
by replacing media with DMEM/20 mM EDTA for 30 min
and then adding Trypsin (2 min). tNCCs were washed twice in
DMEM and plated on the fibronectin-coated 8.0 µm pore inserts
(120,000 cells/well) of Boyden chambers (BD, Franklin Lakes,
NJ, United States) containing DMEM. Treatment molecules were
added to the bottom compartment. After 5 h incubation, cells
remaining on the filter’s top side were removed by scrubbing
with a cotton swab. Cells on the bottom were fixed, stained with
toluidine blue and counted. Other proteins were also evaluated at
times using the same controls, but not described.

Boyden assays were repeated using the immortalized cell line
SpL201 (Lobsiger et al., 2001). These cells were lifted from culture
dishes with Trypsin, washed with plain DMEM and plated on
8.0 µm pore inserts (120,000 cells/well) of Boyden chambers.
These cells did not need fibronectin for proper attachment
(De Bellard et al., 2018).

Real Time Quantitative PCR for the
Verification of Differential Expressed
Genes
QPCR primers were designed by Primer 3 online to generate
short products (100–300 bp, Tm about 60◦C) and were
synthesized by OPEN Biosystem. The sequences of the primers
are listed in Supplementary Table S3. For each gene, QPCR
was performed with RNA from three individual sample of each
stage. The first strand of cDNA were synthesized using Invitrogen
superscript III cDNA synthesis kit. QPCR was performed in
triplicate for each cDNA with SYBR green Supermix Universal
kit (Invitrogen) in ABI7300 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City,
CA, United States). Blank controls were reactions omitting
the templates. The RNA content of samples was normalized
to housekeeping gene GAPDH (glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase) amplification. The threshold cycle (CT value)
at which a significant increase in PCR product is first detected,
was recorded for each sample for the target genes and GAPDH.
Only the genes that have a melting curve temperature more than
75◦C were defined as successful amplification. 1CT = CT of
gene of interest minus CT of GAPDH. The fold change for each
comparison was calculated following standard protocols.

Ibidi Chemotaxis Experiments
The procedure was performed as described before (Walheim
et al., 2012). Briefly, isolated trunk neural tubes from HH16
chicken embryos were isolated by incubating trunk pieces in
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Dispase (0.24 U/ml; Roche, Indianapolis, IN, United States)
for 30–60 min at room temperature. Neural tubes (NT) were
placed in L15 for isolation of the NT with fine tools (at times
with small amounts of non-NT tissue remaining attached).
NTs were cut into segments 1–4 somites long and cultured
overnight on a fibronectin-coated Ibidi chamber in DMEM,
L-Glutamine (1.8–2 mM), and antibiotics [Penicillin G (90–
100 U/ml), Streptomycin (90–100 µg/ml)] (all Omega Scientific;
Tarzana, CA, United States), and 8–10% FBS (Life Technologies)
to allow for tNCC emigration and halo formation around the NT.
Next day cells were exposed to a focal source of MIF or NGF
(200 ng/ml) and imaged in a Zeiss 35M at 90 s intervals for 3 h.
The captured images were converted into an ImageJ movie and
analyzed using the Ibidi plugin for tracking individual cells.

Wound Assays
Isolated trunk neural tubes from HH16 chicken embryos were
isolated by incubating trunk pieces in Dispase (0.24 U/ml;
Roche, Indianapolis, IN, United States) for 30–60 min at room
temperature. NT were placed in L15 for isolation of the NT
with fine tools (at times with small amounts of non-NT tissue
remaining attached). NTs were cut into segments 1–4 somites
long and cultured overnight on a fibronectin-coated surface in
DMEM, L-Glutamine (1.8–2 mM), and antibiotics [Penicillin
G (90–100 U/ml), Streptomycin (90–100 µg/ml)] (all Omega
Scientific; Tarzana, CA, United States), and 8–10% FBS (Life
Technologies) to allow for tNCC emigration and halo formation
around the NT. Next day a wound was performed by scrapping
with a pipette tip. Culture media was replaced with feeding
media or with media containing MIF or NGF (200 ng/ml); cells
were allowed to migrate for 4hrs before fixing with 4% PFA and
staining with toluidine blue. We counted at least in 6–7 areas
the number of cells that invaded the wound. Each experiment
had a duplicate and the data corresponded to 5 experiments.
Experiments were performed in plain DMEM.

RESULTS

Purification of Migratory and
Post-migratory Neural Crest Cells
Our working hypothesis was that the cessation of migration
should involve up-regulation of new genes that cause cell
aggregation and/or prevent further migration as well as down-
regulation of genes required for cell motility. In order to
find such genes, we compared the gene expression profiles
between post-migratory cells with actively migrating NCCs.
For this comparison, we developed an approach for purifying
populations of trunk NCC (tNCCs) at distinct phases of
migration in order to enrich for migrating cells versus condensing
NCC populations.

We took advantage of the fact that chicken tNCCs express
high levels on their cell surface of the antigen, HNK1, shortly
after emigration from the neural tube all the way to the
time of gangliogenesis (Strobl-Mazzulla and Bronner, 2012;
Simoes-Costa et al., 2014; Giovannone et al., 2015). We started

by isolating trunk regions from HH16 (Figure 1A), this
stage is characterized by the robust level of migrating tNCCs
(Giovannone et al., 2015). The other set of cells were isolated
from the trunk of HH19 chicken embryos that corresponds to
tNCCs that are beginning to condense into dorsal root ganglia
(DRG) (Figure 1B). These two set of chicken trunks tissues were
dissected free of the neural tube, notochord, dissociated into a
single cell suspension and separated from mesenchymal cells by
immune-selection.

To assess the purity of the isolated populations, the final
cell eluate was subjected to cytospin right after the selection to
determine the percentage of HNK1 positive cells. We consistently
obtained 95–99% purity (Figures 1C,D) contrasting with the
∼5% HNK1 immunoreactive cells of the starting population. To
further corroborate that these cells were true tNCC, we assayed
the purified cells for Sox10 expression, and found that nearly all
of the freshly isolated HNK1+ cells also were also Sox10+ (data
not shown). However, it is important to corroborate that our
isolated cells are capable of behaving like true tNCC. We next
tested whether purified tNCCs from HH19 embryos were able
to differentiate into normal NCC derivatives in vitro and in vivo.
We found that our purified tNCCs were fully viable in culture and
able to differentiate into neurofilament and Tuj1 positive neurons
and extended neurites (Figure 1F).

In order to test the ability of our isolated tNCCs to
be able to migrate and differentiate in vivo, we repeated
the HNK1-positive cell isolation from quail embryos and
grafted these tNCCs into chicken hosts at HH10. Quail
donor cells can be distinguished from chicken host cells by
using the quail specific antibody, QCPN (Le Lievre and Le
Douarin, 1975; Rothman et al., 1990). After 3–4 days post
injection, we found that QCPN+ quail cells contributed to
NCC derived ganglia and were capable of differentiating into
neurons (as assayed by HuC/D) (Figures 1E–G). Taken together,
these results showed that our purified tNCC cells are viable,
healthy, and able to migrate and differentiate normally into
neurons after immune-selection. We did not test for glial
differentiation in these transplants since Schwann cells do
not appear until later in chicken, about embryonic day 6
(Rudel and Rohrer, 1992).

Profile of Genes Up-Regulated in Late
Migrating Neural Crest Cells
After confirming the purity and capabilities of our isolated
tNCCs from both migrating (HH16) and condensing (HH19)
phases of development, we carried out our goal of building a
comparative hybridization of these two populations to screen
for candidate genes up and down regulated at the end of
migration. To this end, we generated and arrayed a cDNA
library from embryos encompassing mid- to late-migrating
NCC, and compared clones up or down regulated at HH19
versus HH16. Those with at least twofold or more difference
in intensities were selected and 5′ sequence information was
obtained. In total, we picked 995 clones that corresponded
to 774 predicted cDNAs (Table 1). Isolated genes fall into
diverse functional categories; we have provided a table of
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FIGURE 1 | HNK1 identified migrating NCC and forming ganglia. (A,B) Whole
HNK1 immunostaining (brown) on HH16 (E2.5, 26–28 somites) and HH19
(E3, 37–40 somites) chick embryos. (A) At HH16, tNCC (arrows) had begun
migrating out of the neural tube. (B) By HH19, tNCC were beginning to
coalesce into DRG (arrowheads). (C,D) Purified NCC were counterstained
with DAPI to reveal all nuclei. HNK1 + cells (red) and DAPI + cells (blue) were
counted to calculate the purity of the cell preparation. (D) When purified NCC
were cultured overnight, they extended processes and expressed the neuronal
marker, Tuj-1. (E–G) Purified quail (QCPN+, brown) NCC were injected into
the head mesenchyme of 8–11 somites embryos and harvested 4 days after
transplantation. (E) Grafted NCC were able to migrate to their normal targets
such as the ciliary ganglia (G), which are located adjacent to the eye.
(F) Higher magnification of the boxed area in E showed that numerous donor
cells could be found in the ciliary ganglion 4 days after operation. Most grafted
cells incorporated into the ganglion, some of them were either undifferentiated
or would become glial cells (arrowheads). (G) A section through the ciliary
ganglion from another grafted embryo. Many quail NCC differentiated into
NFM + neurons (arrows) while some are non-neuronal or undifferentiated cells.

their distributions and assigned functions from Gene Ontology
(Supplementary Table S1).

One relevant observation was that many genes isolated were
involved in chromatin remodeling (HMG family members and

TABLE 1 | Genes isolated from screen comparing HH16 with HH19 tNCC.

Categories Unique genes Total transcripts

Cell proliferation 18 59

Chromatin 14 53

Cytoskeleton 16 40

ECM 22 31

G protein/ras/rho 16 24

Signal molecules and receptors 16 33

Intracellular signaling 20 47

RNA binding 9 19

Transcription 17 69

Cell death 10 21

Nucleocytoplasmic transport 11 17

RNA processing 17 54

Protein prod. and degradation 26 86

Protein transport 21 49

Mitochondria/metabolism 7 60

Miscellaneous 8 8

Unknown/hypothetical protein 104 104

352 774

histone modifying proteins) as well as transcription regulators.
The transcription regulators included tissue-specific factors such
as PAX3, AP-2. Moreover, many RNA processing genes were
enriched like PESCADILLO, WDR57, DEAD Box protein 54, and
NONO. To further corroborate these findings, we selected some
of the genes and performed in situ hybridization as a secondary
screen to verify their expression in NCC derivatives.

Ligand/Receptor/Signaling Molecules Isolated From
the Screen
Because late-migrating NCC are beginning to differentiate into
their derivatives, we anticipated finding a large number of genes
involved in neuronal differentiation. Accordingly, we found a
good number of transcripts that encode neuronal markers; these
include neurofilament M, Hu proteins, and ubiquitin c-terminal
hydrolase. In situ hybridization on transverse trunk sections
showed that these genes are expressed in the inner core of the
dorsal root and sympathetic ganglia (SG) (Figure 2A for NF-
M and others).

We found that many genes involved in neuronal
signaling events were upregulated at the conclusion of tNCC
migration (Supplementary Table S1 GO genes). Among
the most prominent because of their known role during
tNCC development are WNT11, FGFR1, VEGF receptor
and Neuropilin 2.

Our screen showed NELL2 (neural EGF-like ligand 2), an
extracellular ligand which has been shown to be expressed
in the newly differentiated neurons in the DRG as well as
neural tube (Nelson et al., 2004; Figure 2B). We found that
the well-known signaling molecule TGFbeta (Wurdak et al.,
2005) is expressed diffusely in the apical layer of the NT and
a subpopulation of the DRG (Figure 2C). Thymosin beta 4, a
gene linked to actin dynamics, was observed in condensing DRG
and SG (Figure 2D). We isolated several members of the CRMP
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FIGURE 2 | Expression of known genes. Chicken section in situ for set of
genes. (A) NF-M. (A’) Shows section immunostained with HNK1. (A”) Shows
overlap image of section for HNK1 and NF-M. (B) NELL2. (C) TGFbeta.
(D) THYMOSIN. (E) NEUROFASCIN. (F) OSTEONIDOGEN. (G) COLLAPSIN
response mediating protein 1A, CRMP1A. (H) cellular retinoic acid binding
protein 1, Crabp1. (I) SMAD interacting protein 1, SIP1. (J) SOX11. Arrows
point to DRGs.

family (1A, 1B, 2B, and 4B). Their expression patterns nicely
matched that of Neurofascin (Figures 2E,G), also isolated in
our screen. CRMPs have been known to regulate actin dynamics
as well as Semaphorin/Neuropilin signaling which affects both
axonal pathfinding and NCC migration. A true novel finding
was the presence of osteonidogen, this gene encodes a cell-ECM
adhesion as part of the BM complex, a member of the Nidogen
family of basement membrane proteins that binds collagen
and are important for proper neuronal stability (Figure 2F;
Wolfstetter et al., 2019).

Transcription Factors
Among our genes we isolated many transcription factors
previously implicated in NCC development such as PAX3, AP-2
alpha, and SALL4. We also found robust expression in DRG and
NT for a member of the acute phase response signal pathway,
CRABP1, a member of the retinoic acid signal pathway, but
its role in the NCC migration and differentiation is not clear
(Figure 2H). In addition, we identified factors not previously
known for their involvement in NCC/DRG development such as

the homeobox transcription factor SMAD interacting protein 1
(SIP1, Figure 2I) and SOX11 (Figure 2J) and. The expression
patterns of SIP1 and SOX11 revealed that they are both present
in the developing DRG and SG.

Potentially Novel Genes Isolated
Our screen showed 104 of the 774 clones (∼13%) with either
(a) no homology to genes in the available databases, (b) on
unassigned chromosomes, or (c) correspondence to ESTs of
unknown function (Table 1). Many of these novel genes exhibit
intriguing expression patterns in the NCC (Figure 3). Several
of the unknowns are present in the inner core of the DRG
as well as the select areas of the neural tube (Figures 3A–C).
Importantly, many had partially overlapping but distinct patterns
of expression. For example, clone 220J05 is expressed in the
dermomyotome, DRG, SG (data not shown), ventral neural tube
as well as the dorsal tip of the neural tube (Figure 4A), whereas
269G02 is expressed intensely in the neural tube (except for the
most dorsal region) and the floor plate as well as DRG and SG
(Figure 3B). In addition to DRG and SG, 367D18 is expressed in
ventral and the marginal zone of the neural tube (Figure 3C).

Functional Categorization of tNCC
Genes Changed Between HH19 and
HH16
In order to identify gene ontology categories, we used the DAVID
functional annotation tool. The gene category enriched in HH19
tNCC compared to HH16 is shown in Supplementary Table S2.
From this comparison we were able to identify many well-
known genes known to be involved in NCC development as well
as new ones (Supplementary Table S2). We then went on to
verify our screen results by in situ hybridization and/or QPCR.
Table 2 shows results from QPCR for a set of genes, showing that
our findings closely follow those by QPCR comparison between
HH16 and HH19 tNCC.

Up-Regulated Genes in HH19 tNCC Compared to
HH16
From the up-regulated group of genes, we chose 4 genes
ISLET, TLX3, GATA3, and Twist to verify by whole mount
in situ hybridization that they are expressed in migrating tNCC
(Figure 4). The results showed the expression pattern of the
four genes in the chicken embryo during DRG development was

FIGURE 3 | Expression of unknown genes. Chicken section in situ for set of 3
unknown genes. (A) 220J05. (B) 269G02. (C) 367D18. Arrows point to
DRGs.
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FIGURE 4 | Expression of upregulated genes. Chicken wholemount in situ for
set of 4 upregulated genes at HH10, HH13, HH16, and HH19 chicken
embryos. (A–D) ISLT1. (E–H) TLX3. (I–L) GATA3. (M–P) TWIST. Arrows point
to migrating tNCC or coalescing DRGs. Scale Bars are for microns.

consistent and supportive of our screen. ISLET1 (and ISLET2) are
motor neuron marker that were up-regulated in the HH19 tNCC
array (Supplementary Table S2A). TLX3 (Hox11) was identified
as a transcription factor and a proto-oncogene with an important
role in T cell leukemia (Lu et al., 1992). TLX3 has been known
to be expressed in NCC-derived DRG and SG ganglia (Logan
et al., 1998). GATA3 transcription factor, expressed in developing
DRG (Figure 4C), has already been shown to be part of NCC
GRN (Simões-Costa and Bronner, 2015). Finally, TWIST, a well-
known NCC player, whose repression leads to cell dispersion
(Chen and Behringer, 1995).

TABLE 2 | Quantitative PCR verification of the HH19 up-and down-regulated
genes compared with HH16 tNCC.

Gene symbol Gene description Q-PCR fold
change

Macroarray
fold change

TLX3 T-cell leukemia,
homeobox 3

138.48 9.49

ADCYAP1 Adenylate cyclase
activating polypeptide 1

24.88 13

MAB21L1 Mab-21-like 1
(C. elegans)

18.77 14.38

CFC1 Cripto, FRL-1, cryptic
family 1

5.87 2.67

STMN2 Stathmin-like 2 7.22 6.87

SANAP25 Synaptosomal-
associated protein,
25kDa

2.87 4.53

Similar to ADAM12 Similar to ADAM 12
(2.99)

5.11 2.99

TBX22 T-box 22 −9.52 −9.09

FGFR2 Fibroblast growth factor
receptor 2

−4.90 −5.05

Osteopontin Osteopontin −12.04 −4.38

OSF2 Periostin, osteoblast
specific factor

−6.94 −4.16

SEMA3C Semaphorin 3C −37.04 −11.39

FZD7 Frizzled homolog 7 2.26 3.26

CRABP1 Cellular retinoic acid
binding protein 1

3.11 8.49

RARB Retinoic acid receptor,
beta

0.92 −2.56

Down-Regulated Genes in HH19 tNCC Compared to
HH16
The list of down-regulated genes in Supplementary Table S2B
shows 256 genes. Among these, we chose TBX22, RARB, and
MSX2 to corroborate by in situ hybridization their expression
in HH16 and reduction in HH19. We found that TBX22 genes
were expressed in peripheral ganglia as shown before, and
especially that its expression was high during tNCC migration
(Figures 5A–D; Bush et al., 2002). This transcription factor is
known to be important in cranial NCC-derived morphogenesis
(Higashihori et al., 2010). RARB and MSX2, however, did
not show distinguishable high expression in migrating tNCC,
although expression was reduced by HH19 in our QPCR
(Table 2). RAR-beta transcripts were present in a small subset
of migrating NCC in the head of the HH10 embryo but down
regulated in trunk DRG (Figures 5E–H). Finally, MSX2 is
another well-known transcription factor that represses several
NCC-derived cells (Takahashi et al., 2001; Gammill and Bronner-
Fraser, 2003) that we found strongly expressed in NT and down
regulated in HH19 NT (Figures 5I–L).

Bioinformatics Analysis
The first analysis we performed was a PCA analysis (Figure 6A).
The main idea of PCA is to reduce the dimensions of a dataset
that have a large number of interrelated variables, while the
current variation in the dataset is maintained as much as possible.
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FIGURE 5 | Expression of downregulated genes. Chicken wholemount in situ
for set of 3 upregulated genes at HH10, HH13, HH16, and HH19 chicken
embryos. (A–D) Tbx22, arrowheads point to migrating tNCC or coalescing
DRGs. (E–H) RARB, arrowheads point to NT and faint expression in tNCC or
coalescing DRGs. (I–L) MSX2, arrowheads point to NT. Scale Bars are for
microns.

PCA methods transform the original variables into a set of linear
combinations, the principal components (PC), which capture the
data variability (You et al., 2013). PCA graph for HH9, HH16,
and HH19 macroarray showed that each of our macroarrayed
NCC population clustered apart, indicating that their mRNAs
are quite distinct.

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis
Next, we carried out a set of analyses to determine ingenuity
pathways. Using Ingenuity pathways analysis (IGE) we were
able to identify that there were unique different groups of
genes involved in different pathways between HH16 and HH19.
The top network involved in the cellular movement, nervous
system function and tissue morphology. In the network, the
yellow color showed up-regulated genes and light blue showed
down-regulated genes, the darker the color, the more significant
change of the genes. Below each gene in the network is the fold
change and p-values. The solid line indicates direct interaction
between molecules and dashed lines indicate indirect interaction

between molecules. Among the interesting pathways observed by
IGE analysis was again the WNT/β-catenin pathway by HH16
tNCC (Figure 6 and Supplementary Table S2). This pathway
was dominant among all the ones that IGE brought up. In
this pathway, we observed upregulation of ASCL1, PROX1,
NRXN1, TNNT3, ELAVL4, and ISL1 genes, while FST, TFPI1,
DIO2, and ALDHA3 were down-regulated (Figure 6B). There
are several functional groups of genes that were found to
be involved in the development of DRG (see Supplementary
Table S2, HH19-16 IGE groups). The largest group corresponded
to differentiation of cells with 40 total genes, followed by
38 genes involved in cell movement, followed by nervous
system development/neurogenesis with 18/14 genes. Thus, our
macroarray was successful on the overall aim of finding key genes
in DRG development.

The most important functional group we were able to
distinguish with our analysis was the one involved in cellular
development, nervous system development, cellular movement
and organ morphology (Supplementary Table S1). There
are 40 genes involved in the differentiation of the cells, 11
involved differentiation of neurons and 4 involved in the
overall differentiation of ganglia. There are 18 genes related
to the development of nervous system and 12 involved in the
growth of neurites.

Heatmap forHH16 Versus HH19 in Comparison to
HH9 (Cranial NCC)
We also generated heatmaps for the main genes that gave
the biggest differential expression across the three stages of
development that we analyzed (HH9, HH16, and HH19,
Figure 7). One of the first observations that stood out was
that while some genes were highly expressed in migrating HH9
NCC they were reduced as development took place, for example
TBX22, CFC1, FZD7, and TLX3 between HH9 and HH19
(Figure 7A). A similar pattern but in reverse was observed for
ADCYAP1, MABL12, SNAP25, and STMN2 between HH9 and
HH19 (Figure 7A). HH16 had FGFR2, Osteopontin, OSF-2,
MSX2, and RARB higher than at HH9 and HH19 (Figure 7A).

One of the signaling pathways that stood out from our analysis
was the WNT/β-catenin pathway. Heatmaps for this pathway
showed clear distinct differences. While DIO2, ALDHA3 gene
expression was high in HH16, but low in HH19 NCC; while in
contrast ISL1, ASCL1, ELAVL4, PROX1, and TNNT3 were low in
HH16 and high in HH19 (Figure 7B). On the other side, NRXN1,
ELAVL4, ASCL1, ISL1, PROX1, and TNNT3 were low in HH16
but high in HH19 (Figure 7C). An overall comparison between
HH16 and HH19 shows low levels CFC1, ADCYAP1, MABLI2,
STMN2, and SNAP25 in HH16 and higher in HH19. Figure 7D
shows contrasting levels of expression between HH16 and HH19
for SEMA3C, TLX3, OSF2, Osteopontin, FGFR2, FZD7, RARBB,
MSX2, TBX2, and CRABPB1 expression (Figure 7D).

Identification of MIF as a Putative Neural
Crest Chemoattractant
Among the genes up regulated in post-migratory tNCC
was the cytokine Macrophage migration inhibitory
factor (MIF). While MIF was originally identified by
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FIGURE 6 | IGE for HH19 compared with HH16 macroarray. (A) Background correction, normalization, expression calculation, and PCA generation were performed
by affystart, a package within affycoretools run in R 3.5.2 (R Core Team, 2018; MacDonald, 2018). (B) Focus pathways in HH19 versus HH16 differential expressed
genes. (C) The top network in the HH19-HH16 differential expressed genes.

its ability to inhibit random migration of leukocytes
(Bucala, 1996), this cytokine shares signaling with Sdf1
(found in our screen) via the CXCR4 receptor, known
to be involved in tNCC chemoattraction to the SG
position (Kasemeier-Kulesa et al., 2010). Because of these
interesting co-relations, we decided to test the role of MIF
in tNCC migration.

In situ hybridization analysis of the distribution pattern
revealed that MIF is expressed in the neural tube as well as
in developing DRG and SG at the time that ganglia begin to
condense (Figure 8). At earlier stages HH13 and HH17, it is also
expressed in the somites through which tNCC migrate.

The upregulation of this cytokine in forming ganglia raises
the intriguing question of whether NCC cells may be providing
autocrine signals. Although thought to be inhibitory for
leukocytes, its expression in developing ganglia suggested that
it may play and attractive rather than an inhibitory role for
tNCC. To test whether MIF might serve as a chemoattractant
in vivo, we injected MIF expressing cells outside of the normal
NCC migratory pathways in live chicken embryos to see if NCC
will be attracted to these cells and deviate from their pathway.
Conversely, we tested its potential ability to repel NCC by placing
MIF-expressing cells directly into a NCC migratory stream.
Results show that NCC deviate from their normal pathways of
migration and move next to MIF-secreting cells. When MIF cells
are placed in an ectopic location in the head lateral to the normal
pathways of NCC migration, we observed NCC mixing with DiI-
labeled MIF cells (Figures 9A,B, N = 6). This suggests that NCC
are preferentially attracted at a distance to MIF-secreting cells.
In contrast, no effects were observed with control cells (N = 6,
Figures 9C,D). Experiments were performed at both cranial and
trunk levels with similar outcome (data not shown). Sections
through one of these embryos showed that cranial NCC mixed

extensively with MIF-secreting cells and not with control U20S
cells (Supplementary Figure S1).

To further corroborate these chemoattractive responses by
NCC we examined the ability of MIF to stimulate chemokinesis
and/or chemotaxis of tNCC cells in cultures. The first assay
we performed was the Boyden chamber. Here, isolated trunk
NCC were seeded on the top chamber in the presence or
absence of MIF. After 5 h top cells were removed and those
at the bottom counted. Results showed that MIF is a potent
chemokinetic molecule, with trunk NCC migrating toward it 5X
more compared with negative control or NGF as positive control
(Figure 10A). We even observed a reduction in chemokinesis
in the chambers when MIF was diluted 4 times. These results
were replicated with an immortalized NCC cells line, SpL201,
showing a 25% chemoattraction/chemokinesis by MIF (p < 0.03,
N = 12) (Figure 10B).

Because Boyden assays indicate mostly chemokinesis rather
than true chemotaxis (Muinonen-Martin et al., 2010), we looked
at enhancement of migration of tNCC by two approaches. The
first was to measure the maximum distance that tNCC migrated
away from the NT, an indication that cells were moving faster
if farther away. In this experiment we did not observe any
difference between control, control cell line (U20S) and MIF-
secreting cells (Figure 10C). The second was to do wound assays
on tNCC halo. After 5 h we did not observe any difference
between control or MIF treated trunk NCC, either in the presence
or absence of FBS (Figure 10D), while we observed an increased
wound healing in the presence of NGF.

In order to corroborate MIF chemoattractant effect on tNCC
we isolated trunk NCC as for Boyden chambers but plated them
into IBIDIC chemotaxis chambers. Cells were live imaged and
tracked to determine their pathways. Results show that tNCC
did not show preference in migration in the absence of MIF,
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FIGURE 7 | Heatmaps for HH9, HH16 and HH19 macroarray. (A) Heat maps based on macroarray signal intensities for significant genes were generated in
pheatmap 1.0.12 run in R 3.5.2 (Kolde and Vilo, 2015; R Core Team, 2018). (A) Differential expression of trunk NCC genes HH9, HH16 and HH19.
(B) WNT/β-catenin pathway expression of HH16 versus HH19. (C) WNT/b-catenin pathway expression of HH9, HH16, and HH19 comparison. (D) Differential
expression of trunk NCC genes HH16 versus HH19. Heatmap color scale follows the sequential scales, blended progression, from the least (blue) to the most (red)
shades, representing low to high values (blue to red scale, with white as almost no difference).

but when MIF was added to one of the chambers, trunk NCC
significantly migrated toward MIF (p < 0.03) (Figures 11A–C).
All these findings were again further corroborated with the
SpL201 cell line: these cells were strongly attracted to MIF in the
presence of 2.5% FBS, and to a non-significant extent in 10%FBS
(Supplementary Figure S2).

Because migrating tNCC express MIF, and these cells respond
with robust chemoattraction to MIF, we electroporated trunk NT
in HH17 chicken embryos and cultured them to determine if
tNCC expressing constitutively MIF affected tNCC mesenchymal
morphology as it affected its migration responses (i.e., cell shape).
We observed that indeed, tNCC MIF-expressing cells 2D area
was larger than control or Slit2-expressing cells (Figures 12A,B;
Giovannone et al., 2012). Further showing that MIF expression
by tNCC is capable of changing cells behavior and the cell
morphology from its classic mesenchymal shape.

DISCUSSION

The process of NCC delamination, migration, and final
coalescing into peripheral ganglia is fundamental during
embryogenesis. DRG formation is a completely different process
from melanocyte migration or adrenal gland development since
in gangliogenesis we have a modified MET mechanism, while this
is not the case during melanocytes or chromaffin cell precursor
migration. This study is the first of its kind as it searches for
the molecules involved in the formation of DRG via subtractive
macroarray of RNAs expressed in tNCC as they stop along their
ventromedial migration and began to coalesce into what would
eventually become a DRG (HH16 versus HH19 tNCC). Our
preliminary findings show that: (1) a set of known and unknown
genes are correlated with gangliogenesis, and (2) that MIF is a
potent chemoattractant for tNCC. The results from this study
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FIGURE 8 | Macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF) was expressed by NCC. (A) MIF was expressed in migrating cranial NCC (arrowheads) at HH13 (St.13, E2,
16–20 somites). (B) By HH17 (St.17, E2.5, 29–31 somites), MIF transcript could be detected in branchial arches (white arrowhead), tNCC (black arrowhead) in
addition to cranial NCC (white arrow). (C) At HH19 (St.19, E3, 37–40 somites), MIF was expressed in the trigeminal ganglion (black arrow), epibranchial ganglia
(white arrow), branchial arches (white arrowhead) and DRG (black arrowhead). (D) Higher magnification of the trunk region in (C) showed MIF expression in the
developing DRG (black arrowhead). (E) Section in situ hybridization performed with HH19 trunk transverse section demonstrated that MIF could be observed in the
neural tube (NT) and dorsal root ganglia (DRG). Scale Bars are for microns.

provide new valuable information in our understanding of the
process of DRG development and formation.

Little Is Known About the Cessation of
NCC Migration
NCC migration is a unique process given that these cells
are true multipotent stem cells, have a wide range of target

destinations and migrate long distances in the embryo (Le
Douarin and Dupin, 2018; Tang et al., 2019). Along with
their rapid migration throughout the embryo some of these
migrating cells begin a unique transformation: they stop moving
and start to aggregate into peripheral ganglia, condense to
form cartilage, or incorporate themselves into other organs
(Teillet et al., 1987). Recent studies on the NCC have greatly
contributed to our understanding of its origin, fate, and
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FIGURE 9 | Exogenous MIF attracts tNCC in vivo. (A,A’,A”) Shows HNK1
(green) and, DiI U205 MIF-expressing cells (red), in the head of a HH10
embryo. (B,B’,B”) A higher magnification image taken from a confocal stack
of the boxed area in (A). Injected cells (red) were enveloped by HNK1 + NCC
(green). (C,C’,C”) Shows HNK1 (green) and, DiI MIF cells (red), in the head of
a HH10 embryo. (D,D’,D”) Is a higher magnification image taken from a
confocal stack of the boxed area in (C). Injected cells (red) NCC were not
associated with the control cell clump (U205). Scale Bars are for microns.

migration but focus on the process of tNCC cessation of
migration has been sparse (Duband et al., 1985; Teillet et al.,
1987; Saito et al., 2012). Because of the paucity of information
on the end stage of trunk neural crest migration, we took a
comprehensive gene expression approach to identify potential
genes involved in cessation of migration of tNCCs and its
relation to gangliogenesis by looking at HH16 versus HH19 tNCC
transcriptome with a macroarray.

Our transcriptome analysis is not the first to be performed
with tNCC. The Bronner lab have recently shown the
transcriptome for migrating cranial and trunk NCC (Simoes-
Costa et al., 2014; Simoes-Costa and Bronner, 2016). These
studies had brought great insights into the process of cranial
NCC differentiation into its wide derivatives. Thanks to these
studies we now know that it begins with the activation in
subpopulations of migrating cranial NCC of unique GRN
circuits which then lead to the turning on of lineage-specific
gene batteries (Simões-Costa and Bronner, 2015). From these
studies they were able to build a GRN for the induction

and migration of cranial NCC (Simões-Costa and Bronner,
2015; Rothstein et al., 2018). However, these studies have not
focused on the trunk NCC as this study does. One strength
of our study is the novelty and uniqueness of our focus: a
tNCC comparison between the migrating and beginning to
coalesce tNCC. One weakness of our and others as well is
that these isolated/selected NCC cells are a mixture of sensory-
fated, autonomic fated and peripheral glia-fated NCC cells, and
perhaps some melanocyte-fated cells. This “lumping” may mean
that some lineage-restricted gene expression changes would be
blurred, which would explain the wide range of transcription
factors found: neuronal and other fates as well. Another and
key one, is that positive gene expression is not equated with
positive protein expression. Thus, our macroarray provides
valuable information; that does not necessarily translate into
quantifiable co-relation.

Comparing our screen and these two transcriptomes from the
Bronner lab, we found only a few similar genes: FABP, MSX2,
and EBF1 (Simões-Costa and Bronner, 2015). These very few
similarities likely stem from the approach in both studies. Ours is
a macroarray transcriptome built by comparing migrating HH16
tNCC with coalescing HH19 tNCC in DRG regions, while the
other was by isolating the RNAs from migrating tNCC from
HH14 embryo. Thus, both transcriptomes shed important light
and likely complement each other in their results: Bronner’s
shows RNAs from HH14 migrating tNCC while ours shows the
RNAs differentially expressed in condensing tNCC, bringing up
a new light into our understanding of the process of tNCC
migration and formation of DRG.

Recently, Williams et al. (2019) have shown a global NCC
GRN profiling of genes involved in their development. Our
findings of upregulated/downregulated genes coincide in larger
proportion with their migratory gene profiling. Further support
that our array was focused of DRG transition is that we did not
observe TFAP2B, Snai2, Zeb2, and Lmo4 (bona fide NC and EMT
factors) in our array (Williams et al., 2019).

Novel Candidates and Pathways
Of the 774 genes that we isolated from our screen, roughly 10–
15% are unknowns or have no known function. These candidate
genes may reveal new pathways in regulating NCC/DRG
transitions and development. Our macroarray brought up
the relevance that WNT/β-catenin pathway holds for NCC
development, what was newer to some extent is its relevance
in the crucial step of tNCC/DRG transition. Heatmap analysis
of this pathway showed opposing expression levels of gene
expression between HH16 and HH19. Most of the known role
of this pathway relates with the cell differentiation of NCC as
recently shown by Garcia-Castro’s lab (Leung et al., 2016). But
also it has been shown to have a role in NCC migration per se
(Sinnberg et al., 2018). Thus, it seems that WNT/β-catenin is the
most wide range pathway in NCC development.

These novel genes may reveal new pathways in regulating
NCC/DRG transitions and development in the future. The
expression patterns of a subset of these unknown genes
have specific, non-overlapping expression in NCCs and their
derivatives. For example, 220J05, 269G02, and 367D18 have
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FIGURE 10 | MIF attracts tNCC in vitro. (A) Isolated tNCC were seeded on top of Boyden chambers in the presence or absence of MIF and NGF. Number of cells
were counted after 5 h of incubation. Data has been normalized to control numbers of tNCC in control wells (no chemokine present in bottom well. There were ∼4.5
times more tNCC in MIF wells compared with control or NGF. Diluting MIF to 1/4 decreased attraction by 35%. (B) Spl201 cells were exposed to MIF in bottom wells
as performed for tNCC. (C) Isolated tNCC cultures were exposed to control media (control), U205 conditioned media or U205-MIF conditioned media overnight. The
maximum migrated distance was measured. Graph shows results from 10 experiments combined and normalized to control media. (D) Isolated tNCC cultures were
wounded and exposed to control media (control), NGF or U205-MIF conditioned media in the presence or absence of FBS in the media. Data in graph corresponds
to number of cells in the wounds after 2 h of incubation. There was no statistical difference between all three treatments compared across. Only the presence of FBS
increased wound healing in tNCC cultures, but there was no difference between control and MIF cultures.

very strong expression in developing DRG (see Figure 3). We
also uncovered interesting pattern in segregated expression for
a set of known genes. NF-M, NELL2 (expressed on the medial
DRG) and TGFbeta (expressed on the medial DRG) are observed
in few cells, of the forming DRG. NELL2 (Neural EGFL Like
2), is expressed by DRG progenitors (Gurok et al., 2004) and
is capable of promoting cell aggregation (Kim et al., 2014).
These differences may be due to different NCCs populations
as observed by Kulesa and co-workers, as between leader
NCCs and trailing NCCs (Kulesa and McLennan, 2015; Dyson
et al., 2018). Another possibility is that NELL2 and TGFbeta
expression in central cells of the DRG is an indicator of
beginning of neuronal differentiation. It is known that central
DRG cells differentiate as neurons earlier than the peripheral

DRG cells, and also that the first and largest neurons to
differentiate are ventro-lateral and the dorsal smaller neurons
follow later (Barber and Vaughn, 1986; Mu et al., 1993). Results
from Confetti mice and chicken retroviral studies show that
all migrating tNCC can give rise to its derivatives (Baggiolini
et al., 2015; Tang et al., 2019). Thus, our observation of
segregated populations within DRGs suggest that once tNCC
settle into what will become the DRG, they begin quickly to
differentiate into different cells. We would like to hypothesize
that our in situ results uncovers the beginning of this tNCC
differentiating into different set of cells within the DRG. DRGs
are known for having its different neuronal types segregated
into separate areas (Farinas et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2008;
Chiu et al., 2014).
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FIGURE 11 | MIF attracts tNCC in vitro. Isolated tNCC were seeded Ibidi chambers in the presence (B) or absence of MIF (A). Graph shows a rosette presentation
of all the tracked paths. MIF was in the top chamber were we observed most of the tNCC in contrast to control that there are equal numbers of tracks in top and
bottom portion of the graph. (C) Graph of chemotaxis index from (A,B) experiments. MIF index is significantly positive (attractant) compared with control media.
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FIGURE 12 | Expression of MIF by tNCC changes cell morphology. Chicken
embryos NT were electroporated with pMES-GFP, pMES-Slit2, or pMES-MIF
plasmids and cultured overnight. Next day cultures were fixed and tNCC cell
areas measured (2D). (A) Graph for results from measuring more than 100
cells from at least 5 cultures. MIF doubled the cell area of tNCC compared
with control, while Slit2 reduced their sizes. (B) Fluorescent images from one
sample tNCC culture. Top panel corresponds to GFP channel for either GFP
control or MIF-GFP. Bottom panel shows tNCC cultures overlap
immunofluorescence with HNK1 (red) and GFP (green) plasmid expression.

An interesting new finding was the finding of SIP1 in our
array. Recently, Rogers and Newgreen labs showed that there
are two distinct phases in the process of NCC EMT: first pre-
migratory NCC lose their epithelial integrity, and then they can
initiate mesenchymal transformation (Rogers et al., 2013; Simkin
et al., 2014). First, detachment and then transformation into a
mesenchymal cell, with this latter involving a novel requirement
for SIP1 in order to regulate, in cranial regions, proper and

timely cadherin expression during EMT completion in the cranial
region. Thus, in an interesting EMT reversal, SIP1 is possibly
involved in the MGT process that regulates NCC transition into
non-mesenchymal phenotype.

Another important upregulated transcription factor was
Phox2b, known to be expressed in NCC population that arises
from the vagal level of the neural axis and that populates
the stomach, midgut, and hindgut (Young et al., 1998). The
homeobox gene PHOX2B is essential for the development
of autonomic NCC derivatives (Pattyn et al., 1999). But of
more relevance is that PHOX2B is important to promote,
directly or indirectly, sympathetic neuron generation and control
the expression of a large number of characteristic genes for
sympathetic neurons differentiation (Stanke et al., 1999). Thus,
PHOX2B may be regulating the expression of genes required
for DRG neuronal differentiation. Interestingly, our findings
of the specifier genes PHOX2B, GATA3, and ASCL1 in our
array coincide with findings that these genes are involved in SG
development (Morikawa et al., 2009). This coincidence suggests
that SG and DRG may use similar regulatory genes during their
differentiation.

Two upregulated genes that are “new and old” to NCC
development were ASCL1 and Sema3D. ASCL1 is a pro-neural
transcription factor (also known as MASH1 in mouse and
CASH1 in chick), a crucial regulator of multiple aspects of
neurogenesis in the central and peripheral nervous systems
including progenitor cell maintenance, neuronal differentiation,
and neurite outgrowth (Lo et al., 1991; Castro et al., 2011; Park
et al., 2017). While ASCL1 role in neuronal differentiation is
well-known, this is the first time that it is shown to be involved
in the transition of tNCC from migrating cells to beginning of
gangliogenesis by its presence in our screen.

SEMA3D is a member of the Semaphorins ligands which
comprise one of the largest conserved families of axon guidance
factors (Jongbloets and Pasterkamp, 2014). SEMA3F is expressed
in the cranial NCC, dorsal neural tube and some migratory
NCC (Gammill et al., 2006). SEMA3F lies downstream of
WNT/TCF signaling in the molecular pathway thought to
control cell cycle in NCC precursors. SEMA3F promoted
fasciculation and modulates axon-axon interactions by regulating
an adhesion molecule (Cloutier et al., 2004). Our macroarray data
showing that SEMA3D is upregulated in late tNCC development
brings a new function for Semaphorins: an autocrine role in
developing DRGs.

Finally, results from IGE pathways suggest that NFkB,
Calmodulin and cytoskeletal regulators are key pathways in
HH16 to HH19 transition. NFkB is one of the best known
signaling protein, and others have demonstrated that its
pathway is involved in neurogenesis (Zhang and Hu, 2012),
and gliogenesis (Fujita et al., 2011). Our study showing
correlation between NFkB signaling pathways and DRG
formation adds a new side to their story. Future studies
will show if NFkB is involved in DRG neurogenesis and/or
satellite glial cell formation. Calcium/Calmodulin-dependent
protein kinase (or Calmodulin/BMP4) signaling pathways are
known for a wide variety of effects during development
(Massagué and Chen, 2000), probably the most striking
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is its role in cranial NCC beak formation (Jheon and
Schneider, 2009). Our observation that this signaling pathway
is also involved in DRG development adds a new twist
Calmodulin/BMP4 wide repertoire of functions. Thirdly, while
cytoskeletal regulators and changes are presupposed to be
involved in gangliogenesis as required for neuritogenesis
(McBeath et al., 2004; Neuhuber et al., 2004; Menon and Gupton,
2016), this is the first time that they are shown within this overall
process of DRG formation.

Macrophage Migration Inhibitory Factor
(MIF) and Neural Crest Development
Macrophage MIF has been defined as a pro-inflammatory
cytokine because it plays an important role in mediating immune
responses in inflammatory processes (Bucala, 1996). Although,
MIF can inhibit random migration of leukocytes, our findings
show a complete opposite role for NCC: chemoattraction.
Our results are in agreement with a recent study showing
that MIF directs mesenchymal stem cell migration and
infiltration toward tumor cells (Lourenco et al., 2015). Moreover,
recently CXCR4 signaling has come up as critical in the
cranial NCC transcriptome (Simoes-Costa et al., 2014). MIF
is no stranger to tNCC derived cells, Nishihira and co-
workers reported MIF is upregulated in Schwann cells during
regeneration, and blocking MIF results in a reduced rate of
cell regeneration (Nishio et al., 1999, 2002). Our in vivo and
in vitro results demonstrate a new role for MIF: a potent
chemoattractant for tNCC with no effect in chemokinesis
(De Bellard et al., 2018).

There are no studies assessing the regulative role of MIF
in NCC development. However, we know that the other
CXCR4 ligand SDF1 is a chemoattractant and required for
the establishment of tNCC in future SG next to the aorta
(Kasemeier-Kulesa et al., 2010). Probably the most relevant study
highlighting the role of MIF or Sdf1 in gangliogenesis is from
the lab of Richard Miller showing that mice null for CXCR4
have abnormal DRG gangliogenesis (Belmadani et al., 2005).
In addition, CXCR4 is involved in facilitating DRG clustering
(Terheyden-Keighley et al., 2018). Thus, CXCR4 plays crucial
roles in DRG development. Our study is the first to demonstrate
that MIF may regulate the process that leads migrating tNCC
to coalesce into DRG. One hypothesis we would like to present
is that expression of MIF in the migrating tNCC might favor
DRG ganglionation via self-attraction. MIF is highly over-
expressed in many types of malignant tumors and its level
of upregulation has been correlated with the aggressiveness of
the cancers (Chesney and Mitchell, 2015; Liu et al., 2016).
Interestingly, neuroblastomas, which are of NCC origin, express
high level of MIF (Zhou et al., 2008). Thus, one of the ways
that MIF affects DRG formation is by autocrine secretion,
attracting the tNCC that expresses high levels of CXCR4 toward
a coalescing DRG.

When found that the shape of tNCC changed and overall
size cell growth occurred after MIF gain of expression. These
events suggest that MIF might be one of the factors initiating
the process that will lead a sub-population of migrating tNCC

to coalesce together and begin DRG formation. Data from
Vujicic et al. (2018) supports of this hypothesis, as they report
that absence of MIF in mice make intestinal barriers more
leaky and permeable to bacteria, thus absence of MIF leads to
less tight adhesion between cells, a pre-requisite for migration.
However, it is also possible that the increase in cell area in vitro
is an indicator of increased cell-substrate adhesivity. Because
we did not test the adhesivity of tNCC in our cultures, we
cannot disregard this alternative explanation to cell shape change
after MIF expression.

In summary, our findings show for the first time a set of
genes involved in the cessation of tNCC migration during DRG
formation. We also show that one of the genes, MIF, is a potent
chemoattractant for tNCC.
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FIGURE S1 | Exogenous MIF attracts tNCC in vivo. (A–D) Sections in an injected
embryo shows HNK1 (green) and, DiI U205 MIF-expressing cells (red), in the head
of a HH10 embryo. (E–H) A higher magnification image in (A–D) showing cranial
NCC enveloping MIF expressing U205 cell. DAPI labels nuclei in blue. Scale Bars
are for microns.

FIGURE S2 | MIF attracts Spl201 in vitro. The NCC cell line Spl201 was seeded
into Ibidi chambers in the presence (B,D) or absence of MIF (A,C). Graph shows a
rosette presentation of all the tracked paths. MIF was in the top chamber were we

observe most of the Spl201 cells migrated in contrast to control that there are
equal numbers of tracks in top and bottom portion of the graph. (E) Graph of
chemotaxis index from (A–D) experiments. MIF index is significantly positive
(attractant) compared with control media. (F) Migrated distance of Spl201 in
presence or absence of MIF in the media.

TABLE S1 | GO genes from HH16/HH19 macroarray comparison.

TABLE S2 | Genes from HH16/HH19 macroarray comparison. (A) HH19-HH16
UP: up-regulated genes between HH16 and HH19 (433). (B) HH19-HH16 DOWN:
down-regulated genes between HH16 and HH19 (256). HH19-16 IGE:
Description HH19 to HH16 ingenuity pathway functional group-cellular movement.
HH19-16 IGE groups: HH19-HH16 genes arranged by functionality.

TABLE S3 | Q-PCR primers.

TABLE S4 | Key resources table.
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